Corrupt Regime at Villa SOMALIA now tries to change tuck after Exposé on Oil and Gas
Auction at claridge, London
As we exposed the calculated and planned corrupt auction of Somalia oil and Gas assets at
claridge hotel in London, UK on the 7th of February 2019, it has come to our immediate
attention that the Foreign Ministry of Somalia is making concerted effort to now ratify the 2009
M.O.U on Somalia Sea in its entirety, a document that was signed by former President Sheikh
Sharif Sh Ahmed and his Prime minister Mr Omar Abdirashid Sharmarke giving away somalia
sea in the indian ocean to kenya. If it is to be remembered, this is the very M.O.U that forms the
backbone of kenya govt case at the international court of justice in their dispute with somalia
over our sea.
To remind everyone, a group of Norwegian oil companies linked to current PM Kheyre and his
co-shareholders at Soma oil and Gas drafted this M.O.U and handed it over to kenya Govt
though the Norwegian Ambassador in kenya at the time, in which after making corrupt
payments to somalia officials to the tune of few million dollars, kenya Govt then went ahead
and deposited the signed M.OU at UN in 2011 as evidence of there being a mutual agreement
between kenya and somalia to de-limit (produce new land and sea boundaries) that the kenya
govt is now relying to rob somalia off over 100,0000 sq kilometers of territorial waters, which is
full of oil,gas and fish.
By doing so, this shameless regime of President Farmaajo and Pm Kheyre now want to
undermine the Somalia's case at the International court of Justice in exchange for a few
pennies, for which Somalia currently has an upper hand over kenya after efforts to get best
international law lawyers to work on the case by Former President Hassan Sheikh Mohamud
(may Allah bless him) bore fruit.
As such on the 29-01-2019 Kenya Minister of Foreign affairs Amb. Monica Juma and her
Somalia Counterpart Mr. Axmed iise Awad will be meeting at the Kenya Border town of
Mandera to sign an agreement at the border wall kenya is building at land inside of somalia
town of Bula Hawa which will then follow the new de-limitation stipulated in the illegal 2009
M.O.U all the way eastwards into the somalia sea, losing somalia over 100, 000 sq km of Sea,
natural resources and prime land along the border with kenya.
If this new deal goes unstopped neighbouring kenya govt will then simply deposit the new set of
documents at the UN and make new claims based on the new documents, thus effectively
undermining the existing case at the International court of Justice, which somalia is about to
win.

The regime at villa somalia having been caught red handed with it fingers in the till trying to
secretly auction all the entire 206 blocks in the indian ocean, now wants to make underhand
deals under the table with kenya so as to give away 100,000 sq km of Somalia sea, its oil, its
fish and ultimately help kenya defecate on Somalia national pride, statehood and national
interests. All this, so that Farmaajo and Kheyre can make money to boost their campaign war
chest in preparation for the bribes to be paid out in the forthcoming 2020 somalia presidential
elections.
it is our contention that a lot of somalis actually don't as yet know the reason why Ambassador
Hayston was declared persona non grata (PNG) and illegally expelled out of somalia.Having
worked in difficult places like Afghanistan, Ambassador Hayston who is an expert electioneering
processes was send by the UN to prepare the groundwork for re-democratisation of somalia by
putting into place systems that would allow vastly peaceful states and areas of Somalia like
Puntland, Galmudug, Hirshabeele, Banaadir with support of strong Amisom contingent, and
parts of South West state to have proper elections based on one man-one vote process and as
such for the first time since 1968, to have members of the Somalia parliament elected by its own
people. However, given Farmaajo hatred of anything democratic due to his links to the past
dictatorships of his distant uncle Siyaad Barre. This regime has made an it a policy of it own to
perpetuate corruption, threaten opposition groups with violence or arbitrary arrests, and
effectively holding the somalia parliament hostage until such a time as they acquire extensive
assortment of military hardware to militarily bring back another "revolutionary socialist
dictatorship" A.K.A kacaanka like the one of siyaad barre as the sole form of Governance in
Somalia.
In conclusion, the question to be asked by every democratically inclined somali is to what extent
are we ready to tolerate the pilferage, racketeering and daylight robbery of our national
resources so as to satisfy a few egos of totalitarian, power-hungry, revolutionary Socialist
maniacs like dictator Farmaajo?
NB: In a recent memo to somali newsrooms including BBC somali, govt of Somalia tried to
deny that the oil and gas bid rounds on the 206 blocks will not be offered at claridge hotel on the
7th/02/2019, instead only the 2D seismic data will be shown to potential investors. However, we
have uncovered further evidence to the contrary to prove that these govt these protestations to
be plainly false, and should not be used to pull wool over eyes.
The Somalia Ministry of petroleum attended the Africa Oil week in Cape Town South Africa on
the 15-08-2018 and the Somalia Ministry of petroleum Director General Engineer Karar Shukri
Domey explicitly stated that those 206 blocks will be open to licencing on the 07-02-2019 at the
claridge hotel.
Under notion of collective responsibility, the DG would not have mentioned invitations to bid
rounds without the direct instructions of the minister concerned who reports to Somali oil
racketeer in-chief PM Kheyre, the criminal we have the misfortune to have as Prime Minister.

Watch the following video below from Africa Oil week in cape town south Africa with regard to
the falsehoods emanating from villa somalia denying invitations to a bid round.
https://www.cnbcafrica.com/videos/2018/11/15/somalia-announce-first-round-of-bidding-on-offs
hore-acreages-in-206-blocks/

